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MISSION:
The National Scholastic Chess Foundation, in partnership with The City of Sunrise, created The
Sunrise Center for Excellence in Chess (hereinafter referred to as “the Center”) to provide a
sustained and institutional commitment to chess as a scholastic, community and social tool by serving
as a central clearinghouse for resources and information to support school, municipal, child-care
and community-based chess programs and initiatives in the City of Sunrise, Florida.
The Center’s goals include:
• Improving student academic performance in Sunrise Schools by facilitating the critical thinking
skills associated with chess and “thinking before you move” principles so important to the
students;
• Increasing familial engagement in schools and the community in Sunrise;
• Linking school-based chess clubs and community based initiatives in Sunrise through the
Center’s role as a clearinghouse for information and support;
• Creating stronger community social and cultural bonding in Sunrise through exposure to chess
and generation of partnerships;
• Developing best practices for mentoring and teaching chess in the community;
• Promoting new methods to introduce chess to all ages, including seniors, in Sunrise.
• Contributing to a reduction in juvenile interventions by providing alternative activities in Sunrise
that reduce risky and negative behaviors among at-risk youth;

BACKGROUND:
The City of Sunrise had the vision to make an initial grant of $25,000 towards the establishment of The
Sunrise Center for Excellence in Chess. As a community partnership project with the National
Scholastic Chess Foundation, the Center established a mission aimed at providing a sustained and
institutional commitment to chess as a scholastic, community and social tool by supporting chess
instruction and serving as a central clearinghouse for resources and information to facilitate and assist
school, municipal, child-care and community-based chess initiatives in the City of Sunrise, Florida.
As the City Commission motivated the Center to do, we sought matching dollars. In particular, the City
of Sunrise grant was matched by a $25,000 grant from the Florida Panthers Foundation. An additional
$12,500 was contributed by Broward Education Foundation to further support chess programming in
the City of Sunrise that serves both City residents and students from surrounding communities.
Prior to the Sunrise Center becoming engaged, there is no question City Staff achieved unprecedented
success at expanding chess in the City and throughout Broward County. With the introduction of the
City’s Sunrise Center for Excellence in Chess, the City’s engagement in community chess has gone to
the next level. As outlined below, the Sunrise Center accentuated the best of what Staff had achieved
and then expanded the footprint of the City’s efforts in so many new and innovative ways.
Importantly, while scholastic chess has been the primary focus, efforts are expanding to include AdultDay care, Veterans, Seniors, and families.
As one indicator of the success of the Center, the Center and Mayor Ryan were invited to speak at the
Florida Chamber Foundation’s annual “Learners to Earners Education Summit” conducted in Orlando,
Florida. The Sunrise Center for Excellence in Chess was prominently featured during the segment
“Expanded Learning Opportunities: City Partnerships” where the Center and Mayor Ryan discussed
how to leverage City investments with community partnerships to generate a far-reaching multiplier
impact of efforts to improve after-school and early learning experiences.
As will be discussed below, one very recent development is also barometer of the success of the
City’s efforts to build a chess culture. Chess has been introduced into 11 of the Sunrise summer
camps with supervised chess instruction twice per week in each camp. Our collective assumption
was that interest would be roughly 40-45 per camp. However, already participation from campers if
far beyond our expectations -- almost double what our prediction over all. The Center is adjusting to
this overwhelming interest in chess instruction and play in the summer camps. While we will further
evaluate the interest, the campers are clearly gravitating to chess.
The City’s vision years ago to generate a culture of chess in the community is a direct causal link to
what we are seeing in the Sunrise summer camps, where the students are interested in chess
instruction and higher level of play, not just setting up boards for play. While this is a strong indicator
that we can expect even stronger interest in chess in the community, practically speaking these
campers will be communicating back to siblings and their families about their chess instruction in the
summer camp and this will predictably lead to further interest in community chess. Moreover, this
introduction into the summer camp meets one of the collective efforts of educators to prevent the
“summer slide”.

GRANT AWARDS DEDICATED TO THE MISSION:
The grants awarded to the Sunrise Center for Excellence in Chess have been used in combination as
follows1:
1) BRANDING OF THE SUNRISE CENTER FOR EXCELLENCE IN CHESS. Initially, and as a first step,
we developed a logo for the Sunrise Center for Excellence in Chess consistent with the City’s branding
efforts. We then created a website, www.sunrisechesscenter.org, which now acts as an online
resource for all NSCF chess programming Broward County. The Florida Panthers Foundation and the
City of Sunrise are prominently acknowledged on the home page, as well as being included at the top
of the sponsor page and on the Florida programs sponsor page on NSCFchess.org. In addition, we
established a “SunriseChessCenter” page on Facebook which has already been visited by more than
13,000 people. Finally, the Center produced innovative chess boards imprinted with the logos of the
Sunrise Center and the Florida Panthers; the chess boards are durable, unique and branded.
Going forward: The website is being updated over the summer to add more features including
a section where students can see their rating using the new Sunrise Chess Rating System and
can play through the winning games played by their fellow competitors in the Sunrise chess
tournaments.
2) CHESS TRAINING FOR MENTORS: Utilizing both an internationally recognized chess instructor
and a local chess instructor and author recognized throughout the United States, the Center provided
chess training to teachers, police, students, scout leaders, and other parents who wish to become
chess mentors in school and community programs. We hosted “Demystifying Chess Workshops” 1
and 2 which drew 18 participants each to Rick Case Kia in Sunrise in February.2 In March 2017, also at
Rick Case Kia in Sunrise, we piloted a workshop for teachers employed in Early Learning with 10
educators participating.
Going forward: These workshops will be offered again in the Fall. Additionally, based upon
identified benefits of chess for returning and existing Veterans, the Sunrise Center is currently
working with the V.A. Hospital to establish a chess training program for veterans, as well as a
supportive “club” environment.
3) SUPPORTING SUNRISE SCHOOLS: We provided a master teacher to act as a mentor to the chess
instructor at Bair Middle School and the Bair chess club. The Bair teacher who was supported by the
Center recently sent a thank you letter which included:
“During the second half of this school year, the Center has sent Mr. Robert McKenzie to the
Bair Middle campus to share his knowledge of the game of chess with both myself and my
students. I personally appreciate the time he spent reviewing my career goals and
recommending strategies for achieving them. His advice was very helpful and already we have
seen a marked improvement in our students’ mastery of concepts exemplified on the chess
board, which also have lifelong application.”
1

Through the support of the grant and matching funds, the Sunrise Center for Excellence in Chess has utilized the
services of an internationally recognized chess instructor and author; a well-recognized chess instructor and author; a
master chess instructor; staff of the National Scholastic Chess Foundation and an Area Coordinator for events.
Additionally, we have leveraged the use of volunteer chess instructors and advisors to act as tournament assistants.
2

The highly successful and groundbreaking “Demystifying Chess Workshops” were originally conceived through the
efforts of the National Scholastic Chess Foundation and Mayor Ryan as a way to generate a greater number of mentors
in the community to assist after-school clubs and other community based chess programs. Importantly, like the pilot
project effort to expand chess into the classroom, the first “Demystifying Chess Workshops” were funded by a grant
from the Sunrise Police Department that was matched by Broward Education Foundation in October 2014. Since that
first pilot session held at Sunrise City Hall through our most recent workshops in May 2017 at Children’s Services
Council, 403 people have completed workshop #1 and 341 have completed workshop #2 countywide.

Going forward: Bair wishes to continue in the 2017-2018 school year. Sawgrass Elementary
has already signed up to join in this program and we expect to have more Sunrise schools sign
up for assistance beginning in the Fall.
4) EXPANDED OPPORTUNITIES FOR SUNRISE OPEN PLAY: The City innovatively began a free
“Open Play” program that offered the opportunity for the community to play chess; there was some
limited instruction. Once the Center became involved, the Center added free chess training for all
ages during the weekly open play chess time each Saturday morning at the Sunrise Civic Center.
Beginning the first of January, a Center staff instructor has been there each week to offer instruction,
primarily to the school-age participants. City staff reports an increase in average participation and
more frequent participation from the chess players. The number of children served ranges from as few
as 8 to as many as 18 per Saturday session. In addition, several adults participate on a regular basis
and many parents will come and play chess with their children. Visitors to Open Play are greeted by a
sign that thanks our sponsors: The City of Sunrise and the Florida Panthers Foundation.
Going forward: Center staff are presently committed to continue instruction during Open Play
throughout the summer.
5) SUNRISE CHESS TOURNAMENTS: We produced 2 free scholastic chess tournaments. The first
event was for grades 4 and up and held as a “pilot” at the Village Civic Center on April 29. We had 28
players compete in a single section with 4 rounds of play. Trophies were awarded to the top 4 finishers
and hardcover chess score books and tactics books awarded to the top 10 finishers. The second
event was the 6th Annual Sunrise Champions of Champions tournament held at the Sunrise Civic
Center on June 3. Importantly, with the assistance of Sunrise staff, we re-worked the structure of the
tournament to conform to more traditional models of tournaments so as to provide students a more
realistic experience should they wish to go on and compete on a state or national level. For the
Champions of Chess tournament, 48 students participated in 2 sections: 1 for elementary and 1 for
middle and high school. All players played 4 rounds with trophies awarded to the top 10 finishers in
each section.
Going forward: Center staff are working with the City of Sunrise Leisure Services Dept. to
identify 3 dates for tournaments during the 2017-18 school year.
6) MAYORS’ CHESS CHALLENGE: We provided logistical support for free community events called
the 2016-2017 Mayors' Chess Challenge season, which began in Sunrise. This year this Challenge
was hosted by mayors in 15 different communities throughout Broward County, breaking last year’s
record for participation and attendance countywide. While most logistical support is provided by
Sunrise City Staff, Center staff attend most of these events and provide instruction as well as promote
what Sunrise is doing to support chess as an encouragement to other communities in Broward to
make similar commitments to their school children. At one event (Cooper City), we were able to bring
the most successful woman chess player of all time, Judit Polgar, to visit with players and parents. In
Oakland Park, we were able to help coordinate and have subsequently established a community
program with their library to offer chess instruction to high school students and parents who will then
be able to support their children. All events were promoted via the Sunrise Center’s website and email
campaigns.
Going forward: Center staff are coordinating with Mayor Ryan and Commission staff as they
secure commitments for the 2017-18 school year and will continue to provide instructors,
logistical and marketing support. For the upcoming Fort Lauderdale Mayors’ Chess Challenge,
Center staff has been able to introduce a local promoter to a chess-playing astronaut for the
family event at the Discovery Museum occurring in coordination with the Mayors’ Chess
Challenge; the intent is to have the astronaut drop by the Mayor’s Chess Challenge to promote
the connections between chess and the sciences. These events continue to be a great way for

Sunrise to generate goodwill with elected officials in neighboring Broward County
communities.
In addition to the above commitments which were outlined in the grant request, we were able to
incorporate chess into other programming within the City of Sunrise.
7) SUMMER CAMPS: In June, Center staff began providing direct instruction to students at 11
summer camps operated by Leisure Services. At most camps, students receive chess instruction
twice each week from one of the Center’s professional chess instructors. Camps include Camp ABC
for pre-K, the middle school camps operating at Piper High School and all the general and athletic
camps. We believe this is the most comprehensive and expansive introduction of chess of any diverse
summer camp program in the region.
Already summer camp participation is almost double what we expected. We were planning on having
an average of 40 to 45 students broken into 2 groups of 20 or maybe 25 per day. At our first day at
Discovery we had 75 students and were told there would be 130 for day 2, all of whom were signed up
for chess! At Sawgrass Elementary, we had more kids express interest in chess after the first session,
so our second day at the site had 115 kids broken up into 2 approximately equal groups. Nob Hill had
80 students while Banyan, one of the smaller camps, had 64. We will provide the Commission with
more detailed reports after the summer program is complete. However, clearly the overall efforts of
chess have resonated with students in summer camp as measured by far greater interest than any of
us or the City Staff predicted.
8) SUMMER LUNCH PROGRAM: Chess play and instruction is now also offered through the Center
three days a week at a summer lunch program operated by the City in East Sunrise. The grants also
support having a professional instructor teach twice each week at a non-profit camp in East Sunrise as
well as having our Area Coordinator visit an Adult Day care facility for adults with learning disabilities
twice each week. At the time of this report, many of these programs have operated for only a few
sessions, but already feedback from students, parents and staff members has been overwhelmingly
positive.
9) LIBRARY BASED CHESS EFFORTS: The Center staff offered 9 weeks of instruction at the Dan
Pearl/Sunrise branch library on Tuesday evenings for students grades 4 and up. This led to a
commitment by the library to offer free open chess play on Tuesday afternoons for the summer.
Going forward: The summer program will continue for the entire camp season ending on
August 11, while the library is committed to offering another 8-week formal class for students
beginning in the Fall.
10) PARTICIPATION IN CITY EVENTS: The Center provided a staff instructor for the chess tent during
each of the City’s Tunes n’ Trucks events. Again, visitors were greeted by signage that thanked our
sponsors.
Going forward: The Center is prepared to again provide chess for families at the Tunes n’
Trucks event next season. In addition, the Center staff is working with City staff to have a
presence at the Back-to-School Roundup in August.
11) SUNRISE EARLY LEARNING INITIATIVES: Perhaps one of the most innovative and exciting
initiatives is the work in the Early Learning Centers in Sunrise. The Center staff have been working with
partners involved in early learning centers to establish a pilot chess program for even younger children.
In cooperation with C-QUELL and Family Central, Center staff are preparing a curriculum ageappropriate for Early Learning Centers. This is a cutting edge and innovative effort which aligns with
the City Commission’s unique dedication to schools and early learning centers.

ASSESSING THE PROGRESS THROUGH COMMON GRANT REPORT QUESTIONS:
What difference did this grant make in your community, organization and for the population you
are serving?
The grant allowed the Sunrise Center to (1) develop innovative programs to expand chess beyond the
scholastic environment into the Community at large; (2) develop best practices which can later be
utilized by other communities, thereby leveraging the reach of these grant dollars; (3) introduce chessbased strategies to all segments of the community at no cost; (4) further institutionalize the importance
of scholastic chess not for the purposes of trophies, but to facilitate and unleash critical thinking skills,
teach appropriate social behavior, bring families together, and develop self-confidence in children that
they have the brain capacity to do great things in life.
In addition to the above, while still in progress, we are already receiving positive responses from
teachers, students, parents and community partners engaging with chess through these programs.
The Center has also dedicated efforts to bringing chess to East Sunrise and are already having parents
comment that their students are more focused and beginning to think through problems; consistently,
parents are telling the Center how much the children enjoy learning and playing chess. We have also
been engaging at-risk youth and providing constructive alternative activities in their community.
Chess is proving to be a great connector for people of all ages and walks of life. The open play at the
Civic Center has enjoyed increased attendance by both students and adults from throughout Sunrise.
Parents are already calling to sign up their children for fall chess class at the library. The Center’s
second tournament participation was almost double the first and we, and City of Sunrise Leisure
Services staff, have already received inquiries on when we will have our next tournament. We have
adults with learning disabilities finding that they can learn chess at some level and are developing
friend and mentor relationships with our instructor. City of Sunrise police officers continue to use
chess to engage with young people and have been a visible presence at both tournaments; the will
also be visiting many of the summer chess programs.
And most importantly, by training teachers and parent-volunteers in our workshop, the Center is
creating a great multiplier effect beyond what is being accomplished by our Center staff alone.
METRICS3
•
Number of events – 44 (24 open play, 4 tunes ‘n’ trucks, 4 workshops, 4 chess
challenges, 6 lunch spots, so far, and 2 tournaments);
•
Number of children served at events – 570 (not unique, this is based on per event
attendance);
•
Number of adults served at events – 285 (not unique, this is based on per event
attendance; adult events include above plus 4 additional teacher training events and 2
mentoring sessions);
•
Number of classes offered – 27 (classes involve multiple days of delivery to the same
students and include the class at Bair Middle School, at Dan Pearl/Sunrise branch library, the
12 Sunrise-based summer camps and the adult day care facility. Summer camps are organized
into groups of 2 classes per day. Most camps receive instruction on 2 days each week; the
rest are 1 day a week.);
•
Number of children served in classes – 1,115

3

Number of participants are close approximations based on registrations and/or head counts provided by City of
Sunrise Leisure Services staff and Sunrise Chess Center staff.

What do you consider to be the greatest strength(s) of the project?
The greatest strength of this project is the ability to leverage the grant investment with numerous other
community partners creating a multiplier impact of the grant dollars to achieve the goals and missions.
Again, while still in progress, we are already seeing the many benefits that teaching chess imparts be
developed among our young people: better ability to focus for long periods of time, think critically and
improve their attendance at and performance in school. The Center has been been receiving anecdotal
reports on the power of chess and the Center’s efforts. One teacher shared how his medicallychallenged high school student who came 3rd in our Sunrise Chess Champions tournament says the
boy’s father was overjoyed; it was the first time his son had ever won a prize. A report from our first
week of summer camp was of a boy with Down’s Syndrome who was excited to discover that he
could demonstrate how the pieces on the chess board moved. Another report came from a Bair
Middle School teacher who outlined how he saw considerable improvement in his students’ abilities
during the second half of the year when the Center provided a mentor-teacher.
Another great strength has come from creating cross-community partnerships to maximize reach and
impact. We’ve had a local business provide instruction space for our workshops and the Sunrise
Police Department use chess as part of its community engagement strategy. Other partners have been
Sunrise Leisure Services Department; the local schools, both public and charter; the local library
branch which sent a staff member for training, is hosting free open play and hosted a Center-provided
9-week class; and other community-based agencies supporting early learning, summer learning and
adult day care. This cross-community support will be a model for other communities and has already
been recognized state-wide when Mayor Mike Ryan and the Center’s program director presented to
the Florida Chamber of Commerce Foundation’s annual education conference in Orlando in June. We
expect to see these partnerships grow and to add new partners as we continue to deliver throughout
the remainder of this grant period.

Our first 6 months in just a few pictures
The Center Is a NSCF community chess program sponsored by

Prepared by Robert McLellan,
Director, Communications & Development, NSCF
Program Coordinator, The Sunrise Center for Excellence in Chess
For more info: robert@sunrisechesscenter.org

A check presentation from the Florida Panthers Foundation was made at a home game in January. The
grant helped us launch The Sunrise Center for Excellence in Chess which had its first support from the
City of Sunrise. The Center was created to provide a sustained and institutional commitment to chess as
a scholastic, community and social tool.

Robert McKenzie, front and center in the picture above, is a NSCF-certified teacher who is our first “master
teacher/mentor.” Over 4 months, he was sent every other week to Bair Middle School to help their chess
coach improve. Here are some of his students from Lauderdale Lakes Middle School visiting fellow chess
players at Bair.

Alternating weeks with Mr. Goldthorpe, Mr. McKenzie also works with us every other Saturday at the
Open Chess play at Sunrise Civic Center.

And he conducted a 9-week free chess class at the Sunrise library.

Mr. McKenzie also helped with some of the Mayor’s Chess Challenge events. He was very surprised to
have brought his kids to help him at Cooper City and have GM Judit Polgar show up! GM Polgar, from
Hungary, is the most successful woman chess player in history.

Kids playing at Mayor’s Chess Challenge:

The NSCF brought GM Polgar so we could all have a meeting with Dr. Mabel Ramirez of the Early Learning
Coalition on the possibility of introducing chess to early learners. Here is Dr. Ramirez with GM Polgar,
some of the chess players and Cooper City Mayor Greg Ross. Mayor Ross has taken both NSCF chess
workshops!

In addition to our free open play each week, NSCF/Sunrise Center participates in community events such
as the monthly Tunes ’n’ Trucks concerts. Here is NSCF instructor Chris Goldthorpe, a chess teacher with
20 years of experience (left), and Mo Hylton, our new part-time area coordinator for Sunrise programs,
along with 2 students about to face off over the board.

We produced a free tournament in April as a trial run for our staff and teacher volunteers. Before the
event got underway, we had skittles and were joined by two Sunrise Police officers.

Grandmaster Hikaru Nakamura was home in Sunrise for a few days and dropped by to meet some of our
players…

He stayed to present trophies, along with Mayor Ryan. Jesus Sanchez, who took 3rd place, is a new
immigrant from Colombia. He joined the chess club at Piper High School where the vice-principal and
several teachers have taken our NSCF workshops.

We produced our second tournament, the 6th Annual Sunrise Chess Champions, on June 3. Here are 1st to
3rd place winners from the Middle/High School section…

And our 4th to 10 place winners from the Elementary section:

Some of the middle/high students in competition.

Our most recent program is offering chess instruction as part of 15 summer camps (12 in Sunrise plus one
each in Fort Lauderdale, Davie and West Park) where NSCF/Sunrise Center provides a professional chess
instructor. We also send our area coordinator, Mo Hylton, to run a drop-in chess program during a free
lunch program in east Sunrise 3 days each week. Here is a photo from Mo’s first session:

Mo also visits an adult day care center 2X each week to work with cognitively disabled adults. In addition,
he has been helping with outreach to other communities including representing us at this Men of Action
Father’s Day Gala community event in Lauderhill.

And our final picture is FM Sunil Weeramantry mentoring some of our NSCF teachers at our second small
group drop-in session. Mr. McKenzie is at the board while Chris Goldthorpe, Bair MS teacher, and now a
NSCF summer program instructor, Maurice Thompson, and Steve Williams, a teacher at McArthur HS who
is helping us launch a program for veterans, look on.

Of course, none of this would be possible without the continuing support of the City of Sunrise, who
championed chess in their city and throughout the County, Broward Education Foundation, our partners
since the inception of the Next Move teacher training program, the annual summer learning investment
by Children’s Services Council and the additional generous financial support of the Florida Panthers
Foundation, The Sheriff’s Foundation of Broward County and the Broward Sheriff’s Advisory Council
along with the Consortium of Florida Education Foundations.
On behalf of our staff, volunteers and the children of Sunrise, thank you!

